Thorndike Library
Philosophy – Course Books

These books have been previously put on library reserve or listed in the syllabus for the course indicated. Use the call number after the title and author to find the book on our library shelves.

### COURSE: CHINESE PHILOSOPHY


**Tao te ching : the definitive edition / Lao Tzu** - BL 1900 .L26 E5 2001

**Taoism : the parting of the way / Holmes Welch** - BL1930.W4 1966


**Zhuangzi : the essential writings with selections from traditional commentaries / translated, with introduction and notes, by Brook Ziporyn** - BL1900.C5E5 2009

### COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO FEMINIST PHILOSOPHY

**Delusions of gender : how our minds, society, and neurosexism create difference / Cordelia Fine** - QP360.F52 2010

**Education denied : costs and remedies / Katarina Tomasevski** - LC 213 .T66 2003

**Feminist practice and poststructuralist theory / Chris Weedon** - HQ1206.W42 1997


**Queer theory / edited by Iain Morland and Annabelle Willox** - HQ76.25.Q3843 2005


**Transgender history / Susan Stryker** - HQ77.9.S77 2008
COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF MIND


Conversations on consciousness : what the best minds think about the brain, free will, and what it means to be human / Susan Blackmore - B808.9.B53 2006

Free : why science hasn’t disproved free will / Alfred R. Mele - BJ1461.M453 2014


Mental causation / edited by John Heil and Alfred Mele - BD 418.3 .M45 1995


COURSE: THE MYSTICS


Mystical languages of unsaying / Michael A. Sells - B 728 .S45 1994

Mysticism and philosophical analysis / edited by Steven T. Katz - BL 625 .M89 1978

Mysticism, Christian and Buddhist / D.T. Suzuki - BL 625 .S85 2002b

Mysticism; a study in the nature and development of man's spiritual consciousness - BV 5081 .U55 1955


The Zen teaching of Huang Po on the transmission of mind : being the teaching of the Zen master Huang Po / as recorded by the scholar P’ei Hsiu of the T’ang Dynasty ; rendered into English by John Blofeld (Chu Ch’an) - BL 1432 .Z4 H723

COURSE: PHILOSOPHY AND COSMOLOGY

A beautiful question : finding nature's deep design / Frank Wilczek - QC6.W55 2015

Cosmology : a very short introduction / Peter Coles - Q891.C6458 2001

The mystery of existence: why is there anything at all? / edited by John Leslie, Robert Lawrence Kuhn - BD311.L47 2013

Worldviews : an introduction to the history and philosophy of science / Richard DeWitt - Q125.D38 2010

**COURSE: PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE**

Emerson's Essays / by Ralph Waldo Emerson ; with introduction by Irwin Edman - PS1608.A1 1981


Tao te ching / Lao Tzu ; translated with an introduction by D.C. Lau - BL1900.L26E5 1963

The essential writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson / edited by Brooks Atkinson ; introduction by Mary Oliver - PS 1602 .A86 2000

The practice of the wild: essays / by Gary Snyder - PS 3569 .N87 P7 1990


**COURSE: THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE**

Introductory readings in the philosophy of science / edited by E.D. Klemke, Robert Hollinger, David Wyss Rudge with A. David Kline - Q.175 .I64 1998 c.2

Lao Tzu and Taoism / Translated from the French by Roger Greaves - BL1930 .K313

Science and change, 1500-1700 / [by] Hugh Kearney - Q125 .K42

Taoism : the parting of the way / Holmes Welch - BL 1930 .W4 1996

The origins of modern science, 1300-1800 / Herbert Butterfield - Q.125 .B88 1997

The structure of scientific revolutions / Thomas S. Kuhn - Q 175 .K95 1970

**COURSE: PLATO AND “THE FOOTNOTES” THROUGH FOUCAULT**
Four texts on Socrates: Plato's Euthyphro, Apology, and Crito, and Aristophanes' Clouds / Plato and Aristophanes - B316.F68 1998

Plato at the Googleplex: why philosophy won't go away / Rebecca Goldstein - B395.G4435 2014

Plato's Meno / translated by G.M.A. Grube - B377.A5G76

Protagoras; and, Meno / translated with notes and interpretive essays by Robert C. Bartlett - B382.A5B37 2004

Republic / Plato; translated by G.M.A. Grube; revised by C.D.C. Reeve - JC 71.P35 1992

Symposium / Plato; translated, with introduction & notes, by Alexander Nehamas & Paul Woodruff - B385.A5N44 1989

The hemlock cup: Socrates, Athens and the search for the good life / Bettany Hughes - B316.H84 2011

COURSE: PROBLEMS AND DILEMMA IN CONTEMPORARY BIOETHICS

A companion to bioethics / edited by Helga Kuhse and Peter Singer - R724.C616 2009


COURSE: PUZZLES, PARADOXES, AND WEIRD THINGS

Dilemmas / Ryle, Gilbert - BC185.R9

How to think about weird things: critical thinking for a new age / Theodore Schick, Jr., Lewis Vaughn; foreword by Martin Gardner - BC 177.S32 1999


Sense and sensibilia / reconstructed from the manuscript notes by G.J. Warnock - BF 311.A79 1963

COURSE: TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE

Basic writings: from Being and time (1927) to The task of thinking (1964) / Martin Heidegger; edited, with general introduction and introductions to each selection by David Farrell Krell - B 3279.H47 E5 1992

Escape velocity: cyberculture at the end of the century / Mark Dery - QA 76.9.C66 D47 1996

Leonardo to the Internet: technology & culture from the Renaissance to the present / Thomas J. Misa - T 15.M575 2011

Man's search for meaning / Viktor E. Frankl; part one translated by Ilse Lasch; foreword by Harold S. Kushner; afterword by William J. Winslide - D 805.G3 F7233 2006

The cybertechnologies reader / edited by David Bell and Barbara M. Kennedy - QA 76.9 .C66 C898 2007

The shallows: what the Internet is doing to our brains / Nicholas Carr - QP 360 .C3667 2010

COURSE: THEORIES OF HUMAN NATURE

Basic writings / Edited with an introd. by Violet Staub de Laszlo - BF173.J67

Existentialism: basic writings / edited, with introductions, by Charles Guignon and Derk Pereboom - B819.E865 2001

Making up the mind: how the brain creates our mental world / Chris Frith - QP 376 .F686 2007 (.c 2)

Notes from Underground and the Grand Inquisitor / by Fyodor Dostoevsky - PG3326 .Z4 1995


COURSE: TOPICS IN PHILOSOPHICAL PSYCHOLOGY


Consciousness and mental life / Daniel N. Robinson - B 105 .C477 R63 2008

Mapping the mind / Rita Carter; consultant, Christopher Frith - RC 386.6 .B7 C37 2010


The phenomenological mind: an introduction to philosophy of mind and cognitive science / Shaun Gallagher and Dan Zahavi - B 829.5 .G28 2008

Wittgenstein, mind, and meaning: toward a social conception of mind / Meredith Williams - B 3376 .W564 W494 2002